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STUDENT CHAPTER OFFICERS 
 Spring Semester Summer/Fall Semester 

President: Renee D. Ayala Alex Shoemaker 
Vice-President: Kendra Peters Johnnie Waid 

Secretary: Johnnie Waid William Minor 
 

 

STUDENT CHAPTER MEMBERSHIP 
Number of Student Chapter Members – 42 

Number of Student Members of Institute – 42 

Number of Faculty Holding ITE Membership – 4  

 
 

ENROLLMENT INFORMATION 
Civil Engineering Undergraduate Enrollment (as of Fall 2008) 
 

Class Full-time Students

Pre-civil-engineering 316 

Sophomore 26 

Junior 96 

Senior 129 

 567 

 
The curriculum does not allow a specific “major” or “concentration” in transportation (or any 
other civil engineering discipline). Students, however, can choose up to four elective courses in 
transportation. 
 
 
Civil Engineering Graduate Student Enrollment (as of Fall 2008) 
 

Civil Engineering (Masters and Ph.D.) 80 

Transportation (subset of CE) – Masters 3 

Transportation (subset of CE) – Ph.D. 1 
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INTRODUCTION 
The Auburn University Student Chapter of 

ITE has a long and highly decorated history, 

with a charter starting in 1976. In this time, 

the students involved have used ITE to 

develop skills, knowledge, and professional 

contacts to help advance their own careers. 

Developing these qualities is a key 

component for each and every student and a 

focal point which drives our student chapter. 

Therefore, we here at the 

Auburn University student 

chapter recognize the need 

and importance of 

professional development 

and strive to make this our 

focus with each and every 

chapter event. As stated by 

our faculty advisor, Rod E. 

Turochy, in the Fall 2008 

Chevron newsletter, “Our goal with the 

Auburn University ITE Student Chapter is to 

provide students with the opportunities to 

take those first steps to becoming 

professionals in the field of transportation.” 

 

During the 2008 school year, the officers 

and student members have worked hard to 

maintain an active organization in academia 

and the community. The student chapter has 

provided regular meetings for its members,  

 

featuring a wide array of practicing 

professionals speaking to us on various 

transportation subjects. In addition, 

members have volunteered to participate in 

different types of academic competitions 

and the student chapter provides members 

the means to attend conferences and 

meetings relating to transportation and ITE. 

Finally, the Auburn University Student 

Chapter has been active in 

helping the local community 

raising public awareness to 

the different aspects and 

duties required of a 

transportation engineering 

professional. To quote Dr. 

Turochy from the Chevron 

newsletter once more: “A 

successful student chapter 

might be defined not so much by the 

quantity of its activities but the quality and 

variety of them, and how the activities 

enrich their student experiences.” We here at 

Auburn University embody this very idea, 

and try to ensure that the student chapter is 

able to provide these activities and 

experiences to its members. We feel that not 

only does this provide a fun and enjoyable 

organization, but a highly valuable one to 

the students involved with ITE.▪ 

 

“Our goal with the 
Auburn University ITE 
Student Chapter is to 

provide students with the 
opportunities to take 

those first steps to 
becoming professionals 

in the field of 
transportation.”
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SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES 
STUDENT CHAPTER MEETINGS 
January 31, 2008 - The ITE student chapter held its monthly meeting where new and returning 

students were welcomed and upcoming events were discussed.  Among the items discussed was 

the participation in the City of the Future competition in Atlanta.  The SDITE Traffic Bowl 

situation was also discussed. Attendance: 14 

 

February 21, 2008 - Kenneth S. Opiela, Ph.D., P.E., of the Federal Highway Administration 

(FHWA) gave a lecture focusing on research and development efforts to improve highway safety 

around the country. In addition, activities at FHWA’s Turner-Fairbank Highway Research 

Center were discussed. Attendance: 20 

 

March 6, 2008 - Mr. Richard Caudle, P.E., of Skipper Consulting gave a presentation on the 

traffic signal system on South College Street in Auburn.  The city of Auburn hired Skipper 

Consulting to determine whether coordination of traffic signals on South College was feasible, 

and if so, which ones should be coordinated.  Data and diagrams were shown to show the 

conclusions that some of the signals should be coordinated.  Also at the meeting were many 

members of the Alabama Section of ITE (ALSITE) who encouraged the student members to 

attend future ALSITE meetings. Attendance: 11 

 

April 10, 2008 - The Auburn student chapter held an information session and business meeting 

regarding upcoming events.  The primary item of discussion was the delegation of duties for the 

collection of trip generation and parking data at the new Sam’s Club in Auburn.  Times and 

shifts were set up and the members signed up for 2 hour increments at peak periods on 

weekdays. Attendance: 16 

 

July 24, 2008 - During the summer break, new officers (Alex Shoemaker, Johnnie Waid, and 

William Minor) for the Fall 2008 and Spring 2009 semesters meet with previous president, 

Renee Ayala and faculty advisor, Rod Turochy to discuss chapter matters for the upcoming 

school year. Topics included improving recruitment, scheduling the first chapter meeting and 
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agenda for the Fall semester, annual ITE picnic for members, potential guest speakers, service 

projects for the upcoming year, and updating the existing student chapter website. Attendance: 5 

 

September 4, 2008 - The first chapter meeting for the Fall semester focused on welcoming back 

current members and introducing new and interested students to the activities and events ITE 

participates in. This included a short presentation put together by chapter president, Alex 

Shoemaker, highlighting the benefits for becoming a member of ITE, past activities, such as E-

Day, competitive projects, trip generation/traffic studies, and discussing ideas and goals for the 

upcoming semester. In addition, officers informed all members about the upcoming annual ITE 

picnic. Attendance: 19 

 
Figure 1  September 4th, 2008 meeting. 

September 14, 2008 - Faculty advisor, Rod Turochy, hosted the second annual ITE picnic at his 

home. Interested members were encouraged to bring friends, family, and pets to share each 

other’s company. This gave the chance for new members to get to meet current members and 

faculty to learn more about ITE and discuss additional chapter matters for the upcoming 

semester.  Members participated in games such as horseshoes and swimming. Attendance: 10 

 

September 23, 2008 - Ken Groves, Director of the Montgomery Area Metropolitan Planning 

Organization, spoke on the basics of MPO structure and responsibilities, including development 

of the Long-Range Transportation Plan, the Transportation Improvement Program, and the 

Unified Planning Work Program.  He also specifically discussed the formation and composition 

of the Montgomery MPO as well as some of its planning initiatives. Attendance: 14 

 

October 2, 2008 - The student chapter hosted Cecil Colson from the Alabama Department of 

Transportation (ALDOT) for the October meeting. Mr. Colson prepared a PowerPoint entitled, 
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“Hidden Transportation Treasures of Alabama,” which discussed various landmarks around the 

state such as lighthouses, covered bridges, ferries, and railroad depots. His responsibilities with 

ALDOT include managing the transportation enhancement program; he also covered the process 

through which such features are maintained. Attendance: 16 

 
Figure 2  October 2nd, 2008 Meeting with Cecil Colson 

October 16, 2008 - Robbie and Matt Robison of Laser Mapping Specialists, Inc. presented a 

seminar on airborne LIDAR technology and applications.  Airborne LIDAR is a new technology 

that allows for mapping and surveying to be done from the air using lasers.  Included in the 

presentation were many examples of projects that were performed using LIDAR. Attendance: 27 

 

October 30, 2008 - Officers met to discuss the upcoming application for the ITE Trip Generation 

grant selection. This included ideas for potential locations and assigning vice-president, Johnnie 

Waid, to type up a draft of proposal.  In addition to discussing the Trip Generation grant, officers 

settled on the date and time for the upcoming service project. Finally, officers talked about the 

upcoming Traffic Bowl for the Southern District ITE Meeting, to be held in Birmingham in 

2009.  It was decided that the student chapter would be interesting in competing.  Attendance: 5 

 

November 6, 2008 - The ITE student chapter, in conjunction with American Society of Civil 

Engineers (ASCE) and Society of Women Engineers (SWE) student organizations hosted a joint 

meeting featuring a presentation by Melissa Brown Herkt. Melissa was Auburn University’s first 

female co-op student and is currently president of Emerson Process Systems and Solutions. She 

discussed her experiences with being a professional engineer in addition to certain issues 

pertaining to the current job market.  Attendance: 46 
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December 4, 2008- At the conclusion of the 2008 Fall semester, the student chapter had an end-

of-semester meeting to discuss and review the previous semester and talk about the upcoming 

semester and the activities planned. This included a review of the service project at Cary Woods 

Elementary School and possible expansions in other schools in Auburn.  The Southern District 

ITE meeting in Birmingham was also advertised as a large event in the spring, as well as the 

Traffic Bowl that occurs at the meeting. Attendance: 9 

 

SERVICE PROJECTS 
Auburn University College of Engineering E-Day (February 29, 2008) - E-Day is Auburn 

University’s Engineering Open House, providing an opportunity for middle and high school 

students to attend and learn about Auburn’s engineering program from interaction with current 

students, exhibits, and tours. The ITE student chapter coordinated bus-shuttle services for guests 

visiting the College of Engineering. Several members of the student chapter acted as 

ambassadors to the university and assisted in keeping count of shuttle bus passengers. The 

student chapter also coordinated the bus pick-up scheduling for schools participating. 

Volunteers: 17 

 

Cary Woods “Walk to School Day” (October 7, 2008) - Many of the service projects conducted 

by the student chapter during 2008 were accomplished with help from Cary Woods Elementary 

School, located in Auburn. They informed the student chapter about an event held on October 

7th, 2008 entitled, “Walk to School Day”. During this event, school children who normally ride 

the bus to school were given the chance to experience what it is like to walk to school. Children 

were allowed off the bus approximately a block away from the entrance of the school. Our 

student chapter volunteered to assist Cary Woods by watching over the children as they walked 

and ensured they all remained safe and stayed on pedestrian walkways. Volunteers: 5 
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Figure 3  Cary Woods “Walk and Bike to School Day.” 

 

Local Schools Outreach Program (November 12 and 13, 2008) - An additional service project 

conducted by the student chapter was also achieved through the help of Cary Woods Elementary 

School. The student chapter officers identified this as a potential outlet for teaching children 

more about civil engineering, with an emphasis on transportation and related safety issues. 

Officers contacted Principal Debbie Brooks and Coach Charles Cooper to organize the program 

on November 12th and 13th, 2008. It was decided that ITE’s presentation would focus on the 4th 

and 5th grade classes. This allowed us the chance to speak to three, 30 minute class periods on 

both days. A total of approximately 150, 4th and 5th graders were present for the hour long 

program. Officers prepared and presented the information. The prepared PowerPoint was divided 

into two parts. The first part covered introductory information pertaining to what engineering 

means and the sub-disciplines of civil engineering. In addition, we covered information 

pertaining to roadway safety through the use of different traffic control devices. The second part 

of the presentation covered basic roadway construction and materials used, pedestrian safety, 

pavement markings, and additional tasks a transportation engineer may do.  

 

Overall the students involved with preparing and presenting the program felt it was a huge 

success and a very rewarding experience. Coach Cooper, the teacher who allowed us to speak 

during his class, was also very pleased and sent a letter expressing his gratitude and appreciation 

for the program. He also included letters written by the students sharing their thoughts and 

opinion on the program. Excerpts from the letters can be seen below, in addition to photos taken 

at the school. The student chapter has decided to continue this outreach program during future 

semesters and hopes to be able to reach the five other elementary schools located in Auburn. 

Volunteers: 4 
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“Our students thoroughly enjoyed listening about and getting hands 

on experiences with materials from your field of study. We have 

proven the program very beneficial by having further discussion 

with our students and hearing conversation amongst our students. 

We are excited our students’ interest in Civil Engineering has 

increased since your presentation.”- Charles Cooper, Teacher  

 

“The things that you taught us are things people take for granted 

but are important tasks for civil engineers like you. Thank you for 

sharing your knowledge with us.” – Carter Henley, Student 

 

“I thought it was very interesting. I learned a lot about being safe. 

Which he told us was your main reason for what you do.” – Student 

 

 

 
Figure 4  Photos from Cary Woods Elementary School 
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TECHNICAL PROJECTS 
City of the Future Engineering and Design Challenge presented by The History Channel and 

IBM (March 10, 2008) - Eight ITE student members were invited to compete in the City of the 

Future Engineering Design Challenge. Two Auburn teams of four students each submitted 

proposals of ideas to design transportation in Atlanta in the year 2108. Two ITE student 

members attended the first part of the competition at Underground Atlanta in Atlanta, Georgia to 

watch the architects’ portion of the competition. The two Auburn teams then separately designed 

innovative transportation facilities for Atlanta in the future that fit within the winning 

architecture team’s vision. Presentations were given to a panel of experts at the IBM building in 

Atlanta, GA. Volunteers: 8 

 

ITE Trip Generation and Parking Data Study (April 2008) - For the second year in a row, the 

proposal submitted by our student chapter was chosen to participate in the ITE Trip Generation 

and Parking Data Collection Study for the International Board of ITE. The location that was 

selected for the study was the Sam’s Club located in Auburn, AL. There was a large collection 

effort, totaling around 76 total person-hours of work. Both traffic counts and parking data were 

collected during the morning and evening peak hours over three consecutive mid-week days, and 

the following Saturday, in April, 2008. The $1000 grant received for collecting this data was 

given to the ITE student chapter fund for travel expenses associated with ITE meetings/activities 

and for the enhancement of student meetings. Volunteers: 14 

 

Website Redesign -It was decided that the current Auburn University student chapter website 

needed to be updated to better reflect the quality of the organization. President Alex Shoemaker 

began work on redesigning the website to provide up-to-date news and activities for visitors to 

have, in addition to past histories and important member information. The redesign took place 

over the course of the Fall 2008 semester with a scheduled re-launch in early 2009. Images 

below show examples of the new website design.  

The website is located at: www.eng.auburn.edu/organizations/ITE/ 

Also, the website is linked directly from the ALSITE website at: www.alsite.org/students.shtml 
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CONFERENCES AND MEETINGS 
Transportation Research Board 87th Annual Meeting (January 13 to 17, 2008) - Six of our 

ITE student members attended the TRB meeting in Washington, DC. Two of our officers, Renee 

Ayala and Johnnie Waid attended the ITE reception at the ITE headquarters, and enjoyed the 

opportunity to meet and network with other ITE members from across the nation. We also held 

an Auburn ITE student reception at a local DC restaurant. One of our members, Johnnie Waid, 

who is an Eisenhower Fellow, was able to participate in the Eisenhower functions at TRB.  

 

51st Annual Transportation Conference hosted by Auburn University (February 20 and 21, 

2008) - Several of our ITE members attended this conference organized by Auburn’s Department 

of Civil Engineering. One of the sponsors of this conference was the Alabama Section of ITE. 

The conference featured numerous speakers and presentations. One of our student members, 

Johnnie Waid, made a presentation at the conference entitled “Alternative Finance Sources for 

Alabama Highways.” 

 

2008 SDITE Annual Meeting, Charleston, SC (March 30 to April 2, 2008) - One of our student 

members, Johnnie Waid, attended the SDITE Annual Meeting in Charleston, SC. Johnnie had a 

presentation at the meeting titled “Development of a Dynamic Traffic Assignment Model to 

Evaluate Lane Reversal Plans for Hurricane Evacuations on I-65.” In addition to the technical 

sessions, Johnnie enjoyed cheering on the Alabama team at the traffic bowl. 

 

10th International Conference on Application of Advanced Technologies in Transportation 

(AATT) Athens, Greece (May 27 to 31, 2008) - One of our student members and one of our 

faculty were able to both attend and present research at this conference in Athens, Greece. Dr. 

Wesley Zech gave a presentation entitled, “Development of a Pavement Load Related Distress 

Prediction Model Using Artificial Neural Networks.” This paper was coauthored by Mary 

Stroup-Gardiner. Johnnie Waid presented research entitled “Lane Reversal Operations for 

Hurricane Evacuations.” Johnnie reported what an excellent and unique experience it was to 

have the opportunity to hear research presented from students and professionals from around the 

world.  
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2008 ALSITE/SDITE Joint Meeting, Gulf Shores, AL (June 4 to 6, 2008) - Four of our student 

members attended the annual conference at The Beach Club in Gulf Shores, Alabama. Renee 

Ayala, Mary Robbins, and Johnnie Waid made a presentation at the conference regarding their 

experiences at the History Channel and IBM’s City of the Future Competition earlier in the year. 

These chapter officers also attended the banquet to gratefully accept the award for ALSITE 

Student Section Report for 2007. One of undergraduate members, Erica Thomas, also attended 

the banquet to accept the Billy Jones Memorial Transportation Engineering Scholarship. All of 

the student members reported positively about the chance to attend the conference, attend 

sessions, and network and interact with professional members. 

 

2008 ITE Annual Meeting, Anaheim, CA (August 17 to 20, 2008) - One of our student 

members, Johnnie Waid, was able to attend the ITE Annual Meeting in Anaheim, CA. The 

generous trust established by Paul and Marilyn Box to assist Auburn students in traveling to ITE 

events allowed Johnnie the opportunity to attend. Johnnie was grateful for the opportunity to 

attend her first ITE annual meeting, and especially appreciated the roundtable discussion format 

of many of the sessions. At this conference, Johnnie also arranged a fun day to share with other 

ITE student members from the state of Alabama at Disneyland, which was right next to the 

conference hotel. 

 
(a) Students at ITE Headquarters 

in Washington, DC 
(b) Johnnie Waid at the AATT 
Conference in Athens, Greece. 

(c) Students at the ALSITE/DSITE
2008 Annual Meeting 

 
Figure 5  Photos from the various conferences student members have attended in 2008. 
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CONCLUSION 
Officers, faculty, and student members feel that the AU Chapter has had a great year, filled with 

a wide array of activities, guest speakers, and projects. We have strived to give our members new 

challenges and opportunities to better improve themselves as professionals. The 2008 year 

marked a turning point for the Student Chapter in the quality and quantity of work, which will 

only improve as time goes on. Already, the 2009 year looks just as promising, if not more, as 

2008 did. The officers involved recognize the benefits of being student members of ITE, and try 

to ensure that our members share in these experiences in becoming transportation professionals.  

 

FINANCE 
Chapter dues were not assessed this year. 

 

Balance (01/01/2008)  $2250.53 

 

Receipts 

Reimbursement for ALSITE Website registration 34.99 

District 5 Student Chapter Award (2006) 100.00 

District 5 Student Chapter Award (2007) 150.00 

Award from ITE for Trip Generation Study 1000.00 

TOTAL  1284.99  

 

Expenditures 

Reimbursement of members’ travel to ALSITE Annual Meeting  1499.26 

Materials for outreach activity  44.27 

Snacks for meetings  461.67 

TOTAL  2005.20 

 

Balance (12/31/2008)  $1530.32 
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STUDENT CHAPTER MEMBERSHIP - 2008 
 
 

MEMBER NAME 
Jeffrey Alexy 
Renee Ayala 
Nick Bridges 

Robert Cardwell 
Robert Devore 

Jason  Dickerson 
April Ellison 

Srikanth Erukulla 
Daniel Evans 

Christopher Fields 
Ryan Fields 

Michael Greathouse 
Jonathan Halbert 

Paul Hansen 
Joseph Harmon 

Jedidiah Hellmich 
William Hinkle 
John Holcomb 
Erin Hughes 
Ethan Knight 

Melanie Limerick 
 
 
 
 

 
MEMBER NAME 
Michael Looney 
Jerad McIntyre 

Jennifer Michael 
William Minor 

Thomas Mobley 
Ashley Mock 

Joshua Newman 
Kendra Peters 
Kevin Pugh 

Mary Robbins 
Alex Shoemaker 

Dharamveer Singh 
Erica Thomas 
Joni Townsend 
Johnnie Waid 
David Walker 
Ryan Whaley 
Andrew White 
James Willis 

Christopher Wilson 
Andrew Wood 

 


